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Hydrophone Array Optimization, Conception, and Validation for Localization of
Acoustic Sources in Deep-Sea Mining

Valentin Baron, Arthur Finez, Simon Bouley, Florent Fayet, Jérôme I. Mars, Member, IEEE,
and Barbara Nicolas, Member, IEEE

Abstract—As the mining of deep-sea natural deposits is becoming
cost competitive compared to similar land-based mining, companies have
started to dig into the seabeds to collect minerals. However, the acoustic
contribution of this activity in the surrounding environment can be signifi-
cant. To predict the impact of such noise, the starting point is to localize and
quantify the sources that create it. In this study, a 3-D prototype acoustic
array to perform this localization and quantification is designed, built,
and deployed at sea for validation of its localization capacities. The design
method performs a two-step study to define the array shape and select the
hydrophone arrangement over it, under harsh constraints. Each step relies
on two metrics to rank the candidates: the maximum sidelobe level, and
the spatial resolution. These are computed on conventional beamforming
maps for simulated sources that represent excavation machines on the
ground. The shape is first determined to be the one that yields steady
maximum sidelobe value levels over frequency. Second, the hydrophone
arrangement that achieves the lowest maximum sidelobe level while limiting
the spatial resolution is selected. This leads to a tip down conical array
with 21 hydrophones, of about 3 m in height and diameter, and this is
manufactured and used during an experimental campaign in the Mediter-
ranean Sea. The experimental localization maps show strong agreement
between the estimated source position and its ground truth. A more detailed
comparison between simulated and real performances confirms accurate
array conception and realization. Thus, this design procedure provides an
efficient underwater acoustic array for monitoring deep-sea mining, the
localization capacities of which are validated in a real-life setting.

Index Terms—Constrained array conception, deep-sea mining, source
localization, underwater acoustics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T O COPE with the increasing demand for rare minerals, deep-sea
natural deposits are becoming attractive again [1]. As a result,

companies have started to dig into the seafloor to exploit these, using
a range of techniques [2]. Traditionally, these mining sites include
excavation machines that dig into the seafloor, with pumps and a riser
system to collect the recovered minerals. These need to be linked to a
floating production, storage, and offloading unit. All these components
obviously radiate noise and contribute to the stress within the nearby
environment [3].

Although excavation machines are not acoustically characterized,
their spectral shape should be similar to drilling or dredging acoustic
sources [4]–[6]. They emit a constant level of 150 dB between 100 and
500 Hz, and a 20-dB/decade decreasing level from 500 Hz to 2 kHz.
The Abysound research project [7] aims to design a prototype for a
monitoring system that can localize and quantify these machines on
mining sites. This system should deal with slowly moving sources
located on the seafloor, and it must provide the same performance in all
heading directions. Indeed, with the available deployment techniques, a
definite heading cannot be ensured. Moreover, while a position as close
as possible to the sources would help to monitor them, security distances
must be maintained due to the respective element sizes [8]. These
constraints generate the need for a 3-D system with an axisymmetric
geometry that can efficiently monitor its environment. This article
describes the design steps that are undertaken to achieve such a system,
and it includes the validation of its localization capacities through an
experimental campaign conducted in the Mediterranean Sea.

An acoustic array is logically chosen to fulfill the requirements, as
various examples have shown their strong reliability for underwater
localization [9]. However, due to the functional constraints mentioned
previously, the array shape has to be carefully chosen. In the literature,
only a few acoustic systems have been designed to go in the deep sea,
and they all suffer from severe limitations for the context considered
here; that of deep-sea mining. Systems that are designed for ambient
noise imaging [10], but are not adapted to go in deep waters, have
had their extensively detailed designs, which are restricted to 2-D
geometries that require heavy positioning efforts. Deep-sea acoustic
monitoring stations have also been developed in [11]. However, these
have been laid directly on the seafloor and so they cannot monitor
the seafloor itself, they must be linked to the coast by electro-optical
cables, and their array shape is simplistic, with only four hydrophones.
A final example developed to monitor abyssal fauna is linear [12],
which prevents a bearing direction of arrival determination. The present
study proposes a new design procedure to overcome the limitations of
previous acoustic systems, by integrating the constraints at stake into
its structure. Moreover, this article deals with a prototype version of
the final system, which can fit into a cube of about 3 m each side for
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transport in an available boat, and where the costs are limited. As a
consequence, the design procedure is chosen to follow two steps: first
the shape is determined, taking into account a full array size with no
cost limitations; and second, the hydrophone arrangement is identified
using this shape that is reduced to the prototype size, with a limited
number of hydrophones. To stay close to the expected result at full
scale, the source emits in a frequency band that is scaled up according
to the scale down of the array size during the practical experiment.

To rank the different shapes and hydrophone arrangements, simu-
lated conventional beamforming (CBF) [13] maps are generated for
each of them, and their metrics are computed. An efficient array must
cover two competing fields: the need to identify a weak source while
a powerful source is present within the scanned area, and the need to
separate two spatially close sources. This is quantified by two metrics,
which are known as the maximum sidelobe level (MSL) and the spatial
resolution, respectively, with the spatial resolution evaluated through
the “full width at half maximum” (FWHM). As a consequence, an
acoustic array that produces the lowest MSL and the highest resolution
(i.e., the lowest FWHM) is considered to be best. Nevertheless, such an
array cannot be indicated in practice, and the ranking is the result of a
compromise between these two metrics, which are represented for all
of the tested arrays [14].

The localization of an acoustic source during an experimental cam-
paign in shallow water of the Mediterranean Sea validates both the
design and the manufacture of the array. Simulated and practical results
are compared in terms of MSL and FWHM, to determine the estimated
metrics of the acoustic array, and to fully validate the followed design
procedure.

This article is organized as follows. First, the practical constraints
that set the boundaries of the possible solutions are detailed in Section II.
Then, Section III explains the acoustic model used and the design
procedure, and then the array conception choices are developed in
Section IV. The measurement campaign is described in Section V, with
its results in Section VI. Section VII finally highlights the findings that
demonstrate the agreement between the simulated and experimental
data.

II. PRACTICAL CONSTRAINTS

A. Geometric Constraints

The principal constraint concerns the position of the array in relation
to the area under study: the array must not spatially interfere with the
machines during their work, particularly as underwater cables represent
large obstacles that can damage an array if contact occurs. According
to the main recovery technique [8], the array must be positioned to
the side of the working zone, to avoid contact with the riser system.
This defines a security distance of about 50 m, given the dimensions
of the risers involved. The second constraint implies the deployment
of the array. An array drops into deep waters by turning on itself. It
is therefore heavily expensive to require a definite heading direction
for it, once landed on the seafloor. Moreover, the machines are slowly
moving on the ground, so they yield various directions for monitoring.
A 3-D axisymmetric geometry is the only one that can cope with all of
these constraints together. This guarantees the efficiency of the array
performance for every heading obtained while allowing monitoring in
all directions in space. As a consequence, previous studies that have
focused on 2-D geometries cannot be taken as a starting point [10],
so a new procedure has to be developed. Finally, the mechanical
feasibility of the array structure reduces the possible arrangements: a
too complex or random structure cannot be investigated because strong
mechanical strength is essential, both to deploy the system at several

hundreds of meters in depth, and to avoid the need to compensate for
array distortion when processing the signals [15].

Under these constraints, the design procedure aims to define an array
that can achieve the following:

1) an MSL of −8 dB maximum over the frequency band, which is a
classical MSL value that is imposed to be able to relatively easily
separate a physical source (represented by its main lobe) from
its highest sidelobe;

2) a stable MSL value over frequency, to provide a performance that
is independent of the source spectral content;

3) an FWHM limited to the size of the machines that create the
expected acoustic sources; e.g., 20 m.

B. Prototype Restrictions

Due to the ship used for deployment (L’Europe, IFREMER), the
array prototype cannot exceed a volume given by a cube of 2.7 m
in height and 2.9 m in width. This has a direct role on the spatial
resolution that can be obtained for this array, as FWHM and array size
are proportional [13]. To cope with this limitation, the frequency band
of interest [100 Hz, 2 kHz] is increased to allow a reduction in the
FWHM, which is also inversely proportional to the frequency [13].
Then, the number of hydrophones is limited to 21, which restricts the
lower bound achievable for the MSL, given that a rough estimate for
the MSL is proportional to the number of sensors of the array [16].

Adding together these restrictions, the objectives mentioned
previously cannot be reached. Indeed, the hydrophone number
limitation prevents low MSL values and impacts on its stability over
frequency. However, due to the frequency scaling, the FWHM should
remain within the same order of magnitude. Consequently, the design
searched for would achieve the lowest and steadiest MSL possible
over frequency, trying to stay close to the −8-dB limit indicated in
Section II-A while not drastically degrading the FWHM obtained. The
MSL expectations thus lead the choices made in this scheme, where
the FWHM has to stay bounded to be under the size of the studied
field of view to allow acoustic map interpretations. This can be further
justified by the possibility to process localization at a high frequency,
due to the wideband signal available in the downsized framework, to
obtain a low FWHM, knowing that this issue will not occur any more
in the full-size configuration with an array at the correct scale.

III. METHODS

A. Acoustic Model

Usually, in underwater acoustics, the acoustic propagation model
is described by plane waves, leading to a free-field propagation vector
from an angular direction of arrival r, toward an array hydrophone given
by eikru, where k is the wave number, and u is the vector that describes
the hydrophone position compared to the reference hydrophone of the
array. However, in the deep-sea mining context studied here, the array
is located close to the source, so the curvature of the wavefronts has
to be taken into account to correctly describe the delays between the
hydrophone signals. Indeed, although the array is in the far-field of the
source from an acoustic point of view, given that the acoustic far-field
is achieved for a source at a large distance compared to the studied
wavelength [17], it is not from a geometric point of view in array
processing. Plane wave models can only be used for sources located at
large distances compared to 2L2/λ, where L is the size of the array, and
λ is the studied wavelength [18]. In our configurations, L = 3 m and
λmin = c0/fmax = 1500/7000, so the source–array distances must be
large compared to 84 m, which is not the case. Consequently, free-field
spherical wave propagation models the transfer functions between the
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Fig. 1. Element spatial positions for the simulated configuration. (a) Isometric
view: � represents the array located at (0 m, 0 m, 50 m), and • represents the
source at (0 m, 75 m, 0 m). (b) Top view: • represents the source at (0 m, 75 m),
and the array is represented by the dashed circles centered on (0 m, 0 m).

array and the different localization points. It follows that localization is
performed directly in terms of Cartesian coordinates (x, y) over a grid
that spans the plane that corresponds to the seafloor. The propagation
vector between one point of this grid and an array hydrophone is denoted
by eikR/R, where R is the distance between the hydrophone and the
grid point.

B. Design Procedure

Performance bounds announced in the geometric Section II-A can
be expected for a source in the [100 Hz, 2 kHz] band for arrays that are
around 10 m in size and comprise 48 hydrophones. Six axisymmetric
shapes that can be actually manufactured are generated and ranked
according to the ranking method described in Section III-C. Thereby, the
shape identification is achieved for the full-scale configuration, which
allows this step to be saved for later studies. Once the shape is chosen,
array scaling is applied to go up to the prototype size, and a second
design step begins with an array of 2.7 m in height and 2.9 m in width.
The set of possible hydrophone arrangements is sampled as widely
as possible, by allowing reasonable hydrophone positioning, which is
both mechanically feasible and relatively uniformly distributed. This
even distribution prevents specific performance in a given direction,
which must be avoided because of the indefinite heading constraint. The
configurations produced are ranked with the same method to indicate
the hydrophone arrangement that yields a compromise between lowest
MSL and lowest FWHM. Small variations around this local optimum
are made to determine whether they provide better performance. To
conclude, the behavior of this array is verified within different simu-
lation schemes, to shift from the case used during the design, and to
predict its theoretical performance.

C. Ranking Method

To sort the different investigated solutions at each step, the MSL
and FWHM are both computed from the beampatterns that they each
produce. Although a beampattern is traditionally obtained by using a
unitary amplitude source in front of the center of an array, the specific
configuration of a mining site imposes a steered beampattern to reach
good performance with sources located below and to the side of the
array. This scheme faithfully represents a possible monitoring system
with an array located 50 m above the ground and to the side of the
working zone where the sources that produce noise lie directly on the
seafloor. Consequently, as shown in Fig. 1, a unitary source is simulated
on the seafloor and 75 m to the north of the array; so at position (0 m,

Fig. 2. Example of a CBF map for a source emitting at 3 kHz located at
(0 m, 75 m, 0 m), represented by •. The array is located at (0 m, 0 m, 50 m)
and its projection on the localization plane is represented by �. The white cross
indicates the highest sidelobe of the map used to compute the MSL. The FWHM
is represented by the double-headed arrow, and is the width at−3 dB of the main
lobe.

75 m, 0 m) within the coordinate system used, as centered on the
projection of the array position onto the seafloor. The source is around
90 m from the array, which justifies the acoustic model chosen. It is
important to note that for the rest of this article, the vertical element
coordinate (i.e., the z-coordinate) is the distance from the seafloor to
the element of interest. CBF [13] is performed over the discrete plane
centered at (0 m, 0 m) at the source depth (corresponding to the seafloor,
z = 0 m). This plane will be denoted as the localization plane for the
rest of this article. By denoting g as the steering vector toward a grid
point of the localization plane, and Γ as the cross-spectral matrix of the
measurements, the CBF at the steered grid point steered reads [13]

CBFg = 20 log

(
g∗Γg

Tr(Γ)||g||2
)
. (1)

As detailed in [13], (1) outputs a normalized map with a value of 0 dB
at the source position in the presence of a unique source. An example
of a CBF map for a source located at (0 m, 75 m, 0 m) is given in Fig. 2.
This is computed for a 200 m× 200 m localization plane, with a step
size of 0.5 m and a source at 3 kHz. The array is placed at (0 m, 0 m,
50 m), and is projected onto the localization plane, as represented by
the inverted triangle.

The two previously defined metrics are extracted from the CBF maps
as follows.

1) The MSL corresponds to the dB level of the highest of the
sidelobes. In Fig. 2, it is represented by the white cross and is
around −5 dB.

2) The FWHM corresponds to the full width of the main lobe at
3 dB under the maximum. In Fig. 2, this width is represented by
the white double-headed arrow, and it is about 40 m. The major
axis length of the ellipse obtained for the main lobe is considered
to evaluate this. A high resolution array is then conventionally
defined as an array that produces a low FWHM value.

Both of these metrics are then used to rank the different array
configurations, with the search for the one that yields low MSL and
FWHM. This will ensure separation in both level and space. For each
configuration tested, the MSL and the FWHM are computed on the
maps produced at different frequencies that correspond to the expected
source frequencies. Then, they are averaged over the largest common
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Fig. 3. Array configurations for different geometries within the mean
MSL/mean FWHM space. Each marker represents an array shape: conical tip
up (CU), conical tip down (CD), cylindrical four circles (C4), spherical (Sp),
and cylindrical two circles (C2). The frequency bands used for averaging are
[160 Hz, 2 kHz] for the MSL and [180 Hz, 2 kHz] for the FWHM.−− represents
both the MSL and FWHM thresholds given in Section II-A.

frequency band for all of the tested cases, to yield the solution that has
the most uniform performance. This is a requirement for the array, as
wideband signal recordings are expected as input. This method allows
visual and synthetic representation of the performance of various array
configurations, by plotting each one in the mean MSL/mean FWHM
space, as seen in the array conception in Section IV. Consequently,
the array that approaches the nearest to the thresholds defined in
Section II can be easily selected from this synthesized view of the
array performances.

IV. ARRAY CONCEPTION

A. Shape Choice

As detailed in Section III, CBF maps are computed for a source
placed at (0 m, 75 m, 0 m), and with following six different array shapes:

1) a vertical linear array;
2) two cylindrical arrays (two and four circles of hydrophones);
3) two conical arrays (tip up and tip down);
4) a spherical array.
The 48 hydrophones are positioned as evenly as possible over the

chosen shape, and the 10-m size is defined by forcing the two furthest
hydrophones of the shape to be 10 m away from each other.

The MSL and FWHM recovered from the CBF maps are averaged
over the frequency bands [160 Hz, 2 kHz] and [180 Hz, 2 kHz], respec-
tively, with a 20-Hz step. Fig. 3 illustrates the different configurations
in the mean MSL/mean FWHM space, where each marker represents
a shape.

As the linear array yields a 0-dB MSL because its CBF result gives
a circular main lobe centered on itself, it is directly rejected and not
represented in Fig. 3. The search for configurations should lie within the
bottom left part of the plot, where the MSL and the FWHM are minimal.
It can be seen that no configuration reaches this zone. The two shapes of
CU and C2 in Fig. 3 can be further eliminated due to their great distance
from at least one of the thresholds. For the last three shapes possible,
a compromise must be found between MSL and FWHM. To perform
the selection, the MSL is further studied over frequency by computing
its mean and standard deviation for three different frequency bands: 1)

TABLE I
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE MSL FOR THE THREE

CONFIGURATIONS CLOSEST TO THE MSL AND FWHM THRESHOLDS

CROSSING OVER THE THREE FREQUENCY BANDS, AS [180 Hz, 600 Hz] (LOW),
[600 Hz, 1250 Hz] (MEDIUM), AND [1250 Hz, 2 kHz] (HIGH)

[180 Hz, 600 Hz], which represents a low frequency band; 2) [600 Hz,
1250 Hz], which represents a middle frequency band; and 3) [1250 Hz,
2 kHz], which represents a high-frequency band. The results are given
in Table I.

Considering Table I, the steadiest configuration over all of the
frequencies is C4, with standard deviation bounded below 0.38 dB.
However, for the low- and medium-frequency bands, the mean MSL
is already higher than the −8-dB threshold set. For its MSL below
−8 dB in both the low- and medium-frequency bands and for a standard
deviation kept below 0.9 dB over all of the frequency bands, the CD
configuration must be chosen over that of Sp, which has higher means
and standard deviations. By making this choice of CD, it can be seen
than the mean FWHM is taken above the 20-m threshold indicated
in Section II-A. However, although a low MSL is crucial to obtain
readable results in CBF maps, in the context of underwater mining
sites with 20-m-wide sources, the resolution can be relaxed a little.
Indeed, these sources should not be too close to one to another (to
avoid collisions), which defines the minimum distance between two
sources as greater than 20 m. Moreover, the FWHM decreases as the
frequency increases, which allows an FWHM of less than 20 m to be
obtained if the processing frequency chosen is high enough.

As a consequence, the CD shape of Fig. 3 is chosen, and Fig. 4 gives
its performances for the MSL and FWHM.

Over the entire frequency band, the MSL is not completely stable.
It varies between −5.9 and −16.3 dB, with variations starting from
600 Hz. The 20-m FWHM limit is reached from 1200 Hz, so sources at
lower frequencies are difficult to localize accurately with this particular
array.

Finally, this shape is acceptable for manufacture due to its good
mechanical stability [19], which is essential given the various stresses
that can be applied to such arrays [20]. So this can be built without too
much complexity, and represents a relevant prototype candidate.

B. Scaling to Prototype

The 10-m-size conical array is 8.7 m high, and its widest circle
diameter is also 8.7 m. The restrictions that apply to the prototype to
build, as detailed in Section II-B, reduce this height to 2.7 m, and the
widest circle diameter to 2.9 m. Over this conical shape delimited by
these sizes, an infinite number of hydrophone arrangements can be put
in place considering that a hydrophone can be positioned anywhere over
the cone. Nevertheless, the required mechanical structure drastically
reduces the number of possibilities, by requiring discretization of the
research space within arrangements that can be actually built. So, the
21 available hydrophones are distributed over the cone within a limited,
but reasonable, set of hydrophone positions given by the following:

1) the arrays are formed of 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 circles of hydrophones
(plus the hydrophone at the tip of the cone);

2) there is a minimum of three hydrophones per circle;
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Fig. 4. (a) MSL and (b) FWHM obtained for the conical tip down (CD) shaped array. −− represents the thresholds given in the MSL and FWHM in Section II-A.
The low frequency (LF), medium frequency (MF), and high frequency (HF) bands are defined by the vertical dotted lines in (a).

Fig. 5. The 385 different CD configurations in the mean MSL/mean FWHM
space. −− represents the threshold given for the FWHM in Section II-A; the
MSL threshold cannot be represented because it is too low (−8 dB) compared
to the values obtained ([−6;−3] dB). Each represents one of the 385 tested
configurations. � represents the configuration that gives the best performance
from among these 385. • gives the performance of a new configuration from
the best array with its middle circle rotated by 1◦ steps, whereas + gives the
performance of a new configuration from the best array with its middle circle
translated by 2-cm steps.

3) the hydrophones have a uniform angular distribution over the
circles;

4) the circles are uniformly distributed over the array height.
Taking into account these initial conditions, the number of array

configurations to test is 385. Computing their mean MSL and FWHM
over the frequency band [800 Hz; 7 kHz] by steps of 20 Hz leads to
Fig. 5, with these 385 arrays each represented by gray upside-down
triangles. The mean MSL is again shown for the x-axis, whereas the
mean FWHM is shown for the y-axis.

These arrays cover MSL values that range from −3 to −6 dB and
an FWHM from 23 to 43 m, so various performances can be obtained
just by moving the hydrophones around within this unique CD shape.
As expected, the mean MSL increases as the hydrophone number is
reduced, compared to the larger scale case where 48 hydrophones
were available. Conversely, the FWHM stays within the same order
of magnitude, with an increase that comes from the higher number of
low frequencies used in the average that carries larger FWHM values.

Fig. 6. Illustration of the best array configuration obtained after optimization.
The dots represent the hydrophone positions. The first hydrophone at the tip of
the (inverted) cone is at position (0 m, 0 m, 0 m), the first circle is composed of 11
hydrophones at a height z = 1.35 m, with a diameter of 1.45 m, and the second
circle is composed of 9 hydrophones at a height z = 2.7 m, with a diameter of
2.9 m.

Fig. 7. Final acoustic array obtained. Height: 2.7 m; largest width: 2.9 m. It
is composed of 17 HTI-96-MIN and 4 Neptune D/60 hydrophones. (Credits:
OSEAN SAS).
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Fig. 8. (a) MSL and (b) FWHM obtained for 25-, 45-, and 65-m source shifts. The shifts are the distances between the projection of the array vertical axis on the
localization plane and the source y coordinates on the plane. −− represents the thresholds given for MSL and FWHM in Section II-A; • • • in (b) represents the
2-kHz frequency, to illustrate the FWHM differences between the cases at this particular frequency: 45 m for the 65-m shift; 26 m for the 45-m shift; and 15 m for
the 25-m shift.

From the requirements given in Section II-B, the chosen array
arrangement is the only one that achieves −6 dB for the mean MSL
with a reasonable mean FWHM of 27 m. This is indicated in Fig. 5 by
�. It is composed of two circles of evenly distributed hydrophones, the
first with 11 hydrophones at a height of 1.35 m and with a diameter of
1.45 m, the second with 9 hydrophones at a height of 2.7 m and with a
diameter of 2.9 m, and with the final unique hydrophone placed at the
tip of the cone. This array is illustrated in Fig. 6.

To ensure unbiased optimization in terms of both the angle and the
height positions chosen for the circles of hydrophones, these parameters
are modified slightly, which provides new configurations that are close
to that selected, but that change the performance observed. Fig. 6
illustrates how these modifications can be achieved. On the one hand,
the middle hydrophone circle can be turned around the vertical axis
with 1◦ angular steps, which results in 32 new configurations to test.
On the other hand, this middle hydrophone circle can be translated
from the bottom (2 cm) to the top (2.68 m) of the array height by 2-cm
steps, which results in 134 configurations to test. As illustrated by the
black dots in Fig. 5, the circle rotations around the vertical axis do not
improve either the MSL, which is degraded, or the FWHM, which does
not change at all. The translations represented by the gray crosses in
Fig. 5 provide much more variation in the performance (which are not
all shown, for clarity), but they are again limited to the performance of
the original configuration.

Consequently, the former arrangement without rotation or translation
of its circles is chosen. The final real array after construction is shown
in Fig. 7.

C. Validation

The final step to ensure the reliability of the optimization method is
to check the performance of the array over the whole frequency band.
As the goal is to achieve good performance over all of the frequency
band [350 Hz, 7 kHz], particular solutions that would provide excellent
results for part of the frequency band, but poor results elsewhere, are
not allowed. Moreover, the optimization is conducted for a unique
source position, which can be different in the practical deployment.
So, validation of the performances with different source positions is
required.

A simulation is then conducted with the selected array at 40 m from
the source localization plane. The source is moved over the y-axis,
from 25 to 65-m by 5-m steps, the 0-m shift being represented by
the intersection between the localization plane and the array vertical
axis. This simulates different distances between the source and array,
as might be the case during the real deployment of the material. The
MSL and FWHM obtained are plotted as functions of the frequency in
Fig. 8(a) and (b), respectively, for the cases of 25, 45, and 65 m.

These results confirm the comparable performances of the array
for various configurations that might occur in the context of the real
experiments. For the expected MSL range from −10 to −4 dB, for
increasing frequencies and for all of the source distances, the curves
follow the same kind of oscillations that are due to the small number
of hydrophones available. The −8 dB threshold claimed cannot be
respected for high frequencies for the built array, which needs to be
kept in mind when analyzing the CBF maps, to avoid misinterpretation.
Then, as expected, the FWHM decreases as the source is closer to the
array, with values that go from 15 m for a 25-m shift, to 45 m for a
65-m shift, at 2 kHz.

V. MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN

To assess the numerical results obtained in the simulation, an exper-
iment was conducted within the Abysound project. This took place in
April 2018 in the Cavalaire Bay of Mediterranean Sea, off France, to
validate the array construction, but also to test more advanced signal
processing methods to localize the sources [21]. The acoustic array was
placed 53 m above the seafloor in a 104-m-deep zone. The acoustic
source, placed 24 m above the seafloor, was a spherical ITC-1001
transducer that emitted 10 s of sinusoidal signals from 3 to 7 kHz,
in steps of 1 kHz. The geometry of the deployment is detailed in Fig. 9.

As the project source could not be laid on the seafloor without being
lost at the end of the experiment, the searched ground truth was the
source position in the localization plane parallel to the seabed, at 24 m
above it. This source position was given by a GPS station placed on the
boat that carried it. This GPS was shifted 6.5 m away from the vertical of
the source, and it had 2.5-m accuracy in its measurements. As the boat
heading could not be determined, this meant that the source position was
known with an uncertainty of 9 m. The natural drift of the boat implied
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Fig. 9. Configuration of the shallow water experiment for the (x, y, z) positions.
(a) Isometric view: � represents the array located at (0 m, 0 m, 53 m), and • the
source at (8 m, 59 m, 24 m). (b) Top view: • represents the source at (8 m, 59 m,
24 m), and the array is represented by the dashed circles centered on (0 m, 0 m,
53 m).

an angle between the source line and the vertical. Due to the calm
weather conditions during the experimental campaign, this estimated
angle was reduced to 1◦. This produced another uncertainty of about
1.4 m in the source position on the localization plane. Finally, the source
depth was meant to have an accuracy of 1 m, creating a further 1.1 m of
uncertainty in the localization plane. The goal of the acoustic imagery
methods was then to find the source within a circle centered on the boat
GPS corresponding to (8 m, 59 m, 104 m) during the 3-kHz emission
and (9 m, 61 m, 104 m) during the 7-kHz emission. This circle with a
radius of 11.5 m therefore represents all of the uncertainties detailed
before. As the searched plane spanned a square of 200 m × 200 m,
this means that the uncertainty area covered 1% of the scanned zone.

VI. RESULTS

The CBF computed with the sinusoidal signal at 3 and 7 kHz in
Fig. 10(a) and (b), respectively, show the top-view projections of the
configuration with the array position represented on the localization
plane. The shaded zone corresponds to the uncertainty area, and it is
centered on the black dot, which represents the boat GPS. The cross
indicates the maximum of the CBF map, and this provides the estimated
source position with this method. It can be noted that the normalization
is not perfect with real data, with a maximum value of the maps around
−1 dB. This expresses the misalignment between the model and the real
propagation that occurs. To cope with this slight decrease, experimental
MSL values are computed by comparing the highest sidelobe of the map
to the maximum of the map. For every frequency tested, the estimate
was localized within the uncertainty area, with a source found for the
3-kHz case at (3 m, 60 m, 24 m) and for the 7-kHz case at (2 m, 60 m,
24 m), which validates the localization of the source. These results show
the gain in FWHM, with values that are reduced at higher frequencies,
from 29 to 10 m at 3 and 7 kHz, respectively. Conversely, the MSL
increases with higher frequencies, as expected, from −5.1 to −3.6 dB.

From here, an interesting result is to compare the experimental maps
with the simulated ones computed during the design phase. Figs. 10(a)
and 2 show the comparison between the experimental and simulated
maps. The difference in spreading for the main lobe is due to the shift
in the y-direction between the simulation source position (75 m) and the
real source position (59 m). For the sidelobes, the symmetric aspect of
the simulation map with a source placed exactly on the y-axis explains
the differences for the experimental map. Nevertheless, the sidelobe
levels are close in both cases, and the maps are very similar.

Fig. 10. CBF maps obtained with the experimental data. (a) At 3 kHz, with �
as the array located at (0 m, 0 m, 53 m), • as the boat position located at (8 m,
59 m, 104 m) (where 104 m is the water depth), and × as the source position
estimate at (3 m, 60 m, 24 m). (b) At 7 kHz, with � as the array located at (0 m,
0 m, 53 m), • as the boat position located at (9 m, 61 m, 104 m), and × as the
source position estimated at (2 m, 60 m, 24 m). The shaded circles of radius
r = 11.5 m represent the uncertainty zone given for the source position in the
localization plane.

For a quantified comparison, the MSL and FWHM were determined
at each processed frequency for the experimental data. As the real source
was located at 59.5 m away from the array in the (x, y) plane and
29 m below the array, a new simulation corresponding to this geometric
configuration was performed following the procedures of Section IV-
C. The MSL and FWHM obtained are shown in Fig. 11(a) and (b),
respectively, as functions of the frequency. The solid curves represent
the simulation results, whereas the gray points give the performance
measured with the real data from the experiment.

The results show the experimental MSL points that lie near the
simulation curves for each processed frequency. This implies that
the experimental data were very close to the expected values in the
simulation. Given that an array often shows an increased MSL between
the design phase and real use, this result validates the agreement
between the simulated and realized arrays. Then, the FWHM points
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Fig. 11. Comparison between simulated and experimental performances for the (a) MSL and (b) FWHM. Solid curves represent the simulated array performances
for a source located 59.5 m away from the array in the (x, y) plane, and 29 m below it, corresponding to the experimental configuration. • are the experimental
performances measured from the computed CBF maps for the sinusoidal signals that emit at 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 kHz.

also lie on the theoretical curve, providing again agreement between
the experimental and simulated data. This indicates not only that the
simulation requirements are fulfilled by the constructed material, but
also that the free-field propagation that is assumed by the model is valid
in the considered configuration. In other words, even if the source is
not laid directly on the seafloor, the reflections on the sediments do not
significantly disturb the CBF estimates.

VII. CONCLUSION

This article presents the two-step design of an acoustic array dedi-
cated to monitor excavation machines that collect minerals in deep-sea
mining. Its shape is first determined according to the specific constraints
such that a goal bring, namely, a 3-D axisymmetric geometry. Once the
shape is decided and reduced to respect the prototype restrictions, the
hydrophone arrangement that produces the lowest sidelobes in simula-
tion maps is selected. This is more extensively validated against various
configurations that can occur in practice, and manufactured to produce
a 2.7-m-high conical shape array with tip down of 21 hydrophones, with
its widest circle of hydrophones of 2.9-m diameter. This was deployed in
a 100-m-deep zone during an experimental campaign conducted in the
Mediterranean Sea, to validate its localization abilities based on a trans-
ducer positioned 24 m above the seafloor that emitted sinusoidal signals.
All the emitted signals are found within an uncertainty boundary drawn
from the position device inaccuracies. Thus, the array design and
manufacturing fulfill localization goals aimed for with this monitoring
system. The chosen methods also show robustness to model errors,
with a source correctly localized where reflections on the ground occur.
To progress toward a complete monitoring system, the quantification
capacities must be assessed, and if possible at greater depth, to answer
all the challenges that such a system might be exposed to.
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